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Answers 

 
1. What percentage of all Texans have either been a victim of domestic abuse or know 

someone who has? 74% 
Seventy-four percent of all Texans have either been a victim of domestic violence or 
know someone who has (according to a quantitative study conducted for Texas Council 
on Family Violence). Each year, thousands of American Children witness domestic 
violence within their families. 

 
2. There is no danger after the abused leaves the abuser.   False 

The reality of family violence-related injuries and deaths, which occur after a victim has 
left their abuser, means that leaving doesn’t always mean safety.  

 
3. Marriage and couples counseling is the best solution if there is violence present or 

suspected.   False  
Marriage and couples counseling when domestic violence is present or suspected can 
endanger the life of the victim. Counseling the couple individually or referring them 
individually to domestic violence and Batterer Intervention and Prevention Program 
counseling is a priority for the safety of the victim and their children. 

 
4. Displaying playful use of force like holding someone down in fun is ok. False 

Warning signs that a “potential partner” may be a “ potential batterer:” 
If you recognize a pattern of behavior that is thre atening, it is time to seek help! 
Displays “playful” use of force. Enjoys throwing or holding you down against your will, or forces 
you to kiss and doesn’t accept “no” for an answer. 

 
5. Domestic violence is almost always reported so the number of victims is pretty accurate.  

False   

More than 800 Texas women were killed by their current or former husbands or 
boyfriends from 1998 to 2004. Domestic violence shelters in Texas housed more than 
170,000 adults and children between 1999 and 2004. All too often, domestic violence 
goes unreported so the actual number of victims is probably much higher. 

 
6. Religious teachings can be misinterpreted, taken out of context or used as a tool by 

some batters to further their control.   True 
Victims and survivors may struggle to understand the abuse in light of their religious 
beliefs. As a faith community, you can help victims recognize and acknowledge the 
challenge of their inner conflict, and be clear that the responsibility for the abuse lies with 
the abusive partner. 
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7. Domestic violence occurs when men and women assault each other. Women are just as 
violent as men.  False  
Abuse occurs in a relationship when one person coerces, intimidates or dominates 
another. The National Crime Victimization Survey of the Bureau of Justice Statistics 
reports that 85 percent of serious spousal assaults are perpetrated by men against 
women. Domestic violence can’t be assessed by asking, “Who hit whom how many 
times?” You must ask, “Who is terrified, hurt repeatedly or afraid to speak out?” 
 

8. What goes on within a family is a private matter.  False  
Domestic violence is a community problem. The harmful, hurtful and dangerous behavior 
that we have outlawed in public places should not be tolerated in our homes. Victims of 
domestic violence need support and assistance, and abusive people should be held 
accountable for violating criminal laws 
 

9. A child’s exposure to the father (or male authority figure) abusing the mother is strongest 
risk factor for transmitting violent behavior from one generation to the next. True 

 
10. Victims of domestic violence do not seek help and will not use it when offered. False 

A study of women in Texas family violence shelters found that most shelter residents 
had repeatedly sought various forms of help before entering the shelter. In many cases, 
women found that friends, family, the medical community or police often discounted their 
abuse, sided with their batterers or did not believe their stories. 

 
11. I should council someone who has been abused even though I am not a counselor.  

False 

Only those with sufficient professional training should undertake the job of “counseling” 
anyone involved in a domestic violence situation. 
A non-professional can be a good listener when a victim or survivor decides to tell their 
story. Encourage the victim by believing the victim, assuring the victim that the abuse is 
the responsibility of the abuser and by urging the victim to seek escape from the 
situation and good professional assistance – legal, physical, and psychological. Know 
where to find qualified assistance such as local shelters and/or service organizations. 


